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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we define an observation model based on optical
flow information to track objects using particle filter algorithms.
Although the optical flow information enables us to know the dis-
placement of objects present in a scene, it cannot be used directly
to displace an object model since flow calculation techniques lack
the necessary precision. In view of the fact that probabilistic track-
ing algorithms enable imprecise or incomplete information to be
handled naturally, these models have been used as a natural means
of incorporating flow information into the tracking.

1. INTRODUCTION

The probabilistic models applied to tracking [1, 2, 3, 4] enable us
to estimate the a posteriori probability distribution of the set of
valid configurations for the object to be tracked, represented by a
vector � , from the set of measurements � executed on the images
of the sequence, �����	� ��
 . The likelihood in the previous instant is
combined with a dynamical model giving rise to the a priori dis-
tribution in the current instant, ������
 . The relation between these
distributions is given by Bayes’ Theorem:

������ ��
���������
���������� ��

The distribution ������� ��
 , known as the observation model,

represents the probability of the measurements � appearing in the
images, assuming that a specific configuration of the model in the
current instant is known.

In this paper, an observation model is defined which only uses
an estimation of the optical flow of the sequence, checking its va-
lidity within a scheme of particle filter tracking.

2. OPTICAL FLOW

The most well-known hypothesis for calculating the optical flow
[5] assumes that the intensity structures found in the image, on
a local level, remain approximately constant over time, at least
during small intervals of time. This is to say,���������� "!#����$&%('

(1)

where
���

,
�� 

,
��$

are partial derivatives of the image and ) % � �+*,! 

represents the flow vector in each point. The problem is ill-posed,
since it only has one equation for the calculation of two unknowns,

which makes it necessary to use various additional restrictions, in
the majority of cases of smoothness.

There is no algorithm for estimating the optical flow field which
is clearly superior to the others. Each may have small advantages
over the others in particular situations, but in general it may be said
that from a practical point of view all are equivalent [6, 7].

In this paper, we have preferred to use the algorithm in [8], for
the following reasons:- It does not impose restrictions on the sequence to be ana-

lyzed.- It provides a dense estimation of the optical flow.- It is designed to respect discontinuities in the flow, which
is necessary for the observation model proposed in this sec-
tion to behave appropriately.

3. THE DYNAMICAL MODEL

The tracking task involves localizing, in each frame of a sequence,
the object associated to a state vector that characterizes evidence
of the presence of a specific configuration of the model in ques-
tion. Other authors have successfully used characteristics such as
the gradient [9] or intensity distributions [4]. The model which
represents the dynamical model of the object will provide an a
priori distribution on all the possible configurations in the instant.,/

, �����	� .0/ 
0
 , from the estimated distributions in the previous in-
stants of time. In this paper, a second-order dynamical model has
been used in which the two previous states of the object model are
considered, and this is equivalent to taking a first-order dynamical
model with a state vector for the instant

. /
of the form [9]12$43�%65 � $43�798 � $:3<;>=

The integration of the a priori distribution �����
 with the set� of the evidences present in each image, in order to obtain the a
posteriori distribution �����	� �?
 , is obtained with Bayes’ Theorem.
This fusion of information can be performed, if the distributions
are Gaussian, using Kalman’s Filter [1]. However, in general, the
distributions involved in the process are normally not Gaussian and
multimodal [3]. Sampling methods for modeling this type of dis-
tribution [10] have shown themselves to be extremely useful, and
particle filter algorithms [11, 2, 12, 4] based on sets of weighted
random samples, enable their propagation to be performed effec-
tively.



4. OBSERVATION MODEL BASED ON OPTICAL FLOW

If one object in a frame of a sequence is perfectly localized, and
there is a good optical flow measurement, it is possible to slide
the points corresponding to the object in accordance with the flow
vectors, thereby obtaining a good estimate of its position for the
following frame. Unfortunately, the small errors in the flow will
mount up with each frame, so that the model gradually separates
from the real object, until it loses it completely. Nevertheless, it
may be supposed that the object to be tracked will move in a range
that has other displacements, and therefore it may be assumed that
there will be discontinuities in the optical flow on its outline – or
at least part of it. The observation model will be defined in such a
way that it not only helps the flow inside the object to concur with
the displacement implied by the value of

1
, but also so that dis-

continuities in the optical flow appear in the outlines of the model.
More specifically, a series of points will be chosen on the outline of
the model, sufficiently far enough apart so that they may be consid-
ered statistically independent, in which a likelihood function will
be evaluated, which takes these two characteristics into account.

Let us suppose that an estimate is available of the field of flow
vectors ) for the image

�
in the instant

. /
. The following error

function may be defined, with @BA �
being an area inside the

image:

CED �:)?F,G�
 % HI ��J  �KMLND?O �:P *�Q 
SRT)��:P *�Q 
UVG��:P *0Q 
WRYX (2)

where O �:P *ZQ 
 is a weight function and G��:P *�Q 
 is given by the
state vector

1
, relating the point on the model in the instant

. /"[+\
with the same point in the instant

. /
. This measurement will al-

ways be non-negative and will only be equal to zero when the flow
vectors are perfectly adjusted to the displacement predicted by the
model.

Let us now consider a point ] % �:P *�Q 
 of the image belonging
to the outline of the model in the instant

. /
. This point will be

given by the expression

] %_^ ��� $:3 FT`V

where � $ 3 defines the specific configuration of the object model,
and ` is the parameter vector which associates each point within
the model with a point on the image plane. For example, if the
model being used is a dynamical shape, each configuration will be
given by a parametric curve ab�Mcd
 , therefore ` % c . By setting the
value of ` , the displacement vector can be calculated for the same
point on the model between two consecutive instants of time as

G�� 12$43e* `�
 %f^ ��� $:3 F,`�
&U ^ ��� $:3�798 FT`V
 (3)

Considering @ as a range of
^ ��� $:3�798 FT`V
 , the measurement (2)

would be:

CED � 12$:3b* `V
 % HI ��J  �KMLND?O �:P *�Q 
SRT)��:P *�Q 
UVG�� 12$:3e* `V
WRWX (4)

The flow field is expected to present discontinuities on the
boundaries of the moving objects – otherwise, it would simply be
impossible to localize the object only from the flow vectors, which
is why if we subdivide @ into two areas @Sg and @ih , corresponding
respectively to the parts of @ which remain towards the interior and

exterior of the outline of the object, the adjustment must be much
better in @Sg than in @Sh , so that the point in question may be consid-
ered to be really situated on the outline, and therefore the following
will be calculated

C D"j � 1 $ 3e* `�
 y
C D<k � 1 $ 3e* `�
 , and afterwards,

the following measurement shall be obtained:

C � 12$:39* `�
 %
lmmmmn mmmmo

C D<k � 1 $ 3e* `�
C?D k � 12$:3e* `�
 �pC?D"j � 12$43b* `�

if
C D�k � 1 $ 3e* `�
#q%fC D<j � 1 $ 3e* `V
rds�t

if
CED k � 12$:3e* `�
 %fCED<j � 12$:3b* `V


(5)
The value of

C � 12$:39* `�
 satisfies the following properties:- 'vuwC � 12$:3e* `�
 u r- If
C?D<k � 12$43b* `�
yx C?D"j � 12$:3e* `�
 , then

C � 12$:3e* `�
yz r
,

which indicates that the adjustment is much better in @ g
than in @Sh , and therefore the point must be situated exactly
in a flow discontinuity, in which the inner area coincides
with the displacement predicted by the model.- If
C?D k � 12$43b* `�
y{ C?D"j � 12$:3e* `�
 , then

C � 12$:3e* `�
yz '
.

The adjustment is worse in the inner area than it is in the
outer area, and therefore the estimated flow does not match
the model’s prediction.- If
C?D k � 12$:3e* `�
 %|C?D"j � 12$:3e* `�
 , then the adjustment is

the same in the inner area as it is in the outer area, and there-
fore the flow adequately matches the displacement predicted
by the model, but it is impossible to guarantee that it is situ-
ated on a flow discontinuity – nor, therefore, on the outline
of the object. In this case,

C � 1}$:3e* `�
 % r�s�t
.

Assuming that the values of
C D�k

and
C D j

are bounded, it may
be assumed that the probability of a point on the image correspond-
ing to the point on the outline of the model given by the vectors12$:3

and ` is proportional to
C � 12$:39* `�
 :

������� 12$:3e* `VgM
�� C � 12$43e* `Vg�
 (6)

Finally, by considering the statistically independent measurements
made, we may obtain the expression for the observation model
based on optical flow vectors, as the product of the values obtained
for each individual point on the outline:

������� 12$:3 
E�_~ g C � 12$:39* `VgM
 (7)

with ` g being the vector which identifies the � –nth point on the
outline of the model.

When it comes to partitioning the neighborhood @ correspond-
ing to a point ] of the outline of the model into two halves, one
( @ g ) inside and the other ( @ h ) outside the model, respectively, a
good approximation consists in using the tangent to the outline in] (Figure 1) as the dividing line between @Sg and @ih . This sub-
division is sufficient as long as the size of the neighborhood in
question is reasonably small, and the point on the outline on which
it is centered does not have any large variations in its derivative.
The first condition must always be satisfied, since in order for it to
take on the value of G constant on all the surface of @ , this must be
small. In order for the second to be satisfied, it is sufficient to avoid
choosing points on the outline where the curvature is too great.
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Fig. 1. Subdivision of the neighborhood of the point ] of the out-
line of the object corresponding to the outer ( @ h ) and inner part
( @ g ). The approximation is carried out using the tangent

.
to the

outline � of the model on the same point ] .

The difficulty in determining a dense flow [13, 14] has led us to
establish that those points with a more reliable flow measurement
are of more use when calculating the internal and external values
for the measurement

C
–expression (2). This is easily achieved

by calculating the value of O �:P *ZQ 
 in this expression from any of
these reliability measurements of the calculated flow. In the ex-
periments carried out for this paper, the magnitude of the intensity
gradient has been used,

O �:P *�Q 
 % R�� � �:P *ZQ 
WR
used in [14] as a confidence measurement for the flow vectors cal-
culated using Horn and Schunk’s algorithm.

5. EXPERIMENTS

In order to check the validity of the observation model proposed, it
has been incorporated into the CONDENSATION algorithm [2], and
its performance has been compared with that of the observation
model based on normals as proposed in [9].

For the experiments two image sequences are used, lasting 10
seconds, with 25 frames per second, 320 � 240 pixels, 8 bits per
band and pixel, corresponding to the movement of a hand over an
uniform and non uniform background.

5.1. Tracking an object over an uniform background

In order to model the hand, an outline model based on a closed
spline with 10 control points and a Euclidean similarity deforma-
tion space have been used.

As a dynamical model, firstly, a second-order dynamical model
has been used in which the object tends to maintain velocity, and a
preliminary tracking was carried out of the hand by using the gra-
dient observation model along the contour normals. With the data
obtained, the multidimensional learning method [15, 9] was used
to determine the dynamic parameters.

5.1.1. Observation model based on contour normals

For this observation model to be used, 20 contour normals were
sketched for each sample. In order to obtain the set � of bound-
aries along each normal, we have applied a convolution with a
Gaussian derivative mask to the grey values of the normal, ob-
tained using bilinear interpolation, and with their local extremes
localized, considering the boundaries to be all those that exceed

a threshold. In this experiment, the threshold used was
'b� r

. The
observation model was applied with parameters � %�'�� ' t��

and� %(�
, incorporated into the CONDENSATION algorithm with 200

samples. The initialization was carried out manually, indicating
the position of the object in the first frame.

Figure 2.a shows the weighted average of the distribution ob-
tained. It can be seen that this measurement follows the displace-
ment of the hand throughout the sequence. This is reasonable, due
to the absence of boundaries near the outlines of the object.

5.1.2. Observation model with optical flow vectors

In order to apply this model, firstly, the algorithm in [8] was used
on the images to obtain an optical flow map between each two con-
secutive frames. The size of the area centered on each point was
5 � 5 pixels. As a reliability measure O �:P *ZQ 
 when it comes to
weighting the quadratic differences in expression (4), the magni-
tude of the intensity gradient � � was used on each point.

The CONDENSATION algorithm was applied in exactly the
same conditions as for the previous model, obtaining the results
showed in figure 2.b.

a)
Frame 50 Frame 100 Frame 150

b)
Frame 150 Frame 200 Frame 150

Fig. 2. a) Results obtained with the observation model for the
contour normals. b) Results obtained with the observation model
which uses flow vectors. The distribution average appears on the
solid line in the current frame, and the averages in some previous
frames appear on the dashed line.

5.2. Tracking an object over a non uniform background

In this case, the parameters of the dynamic model were adjusted
manually for the first 50 frames, and these were used to learn
dynamics and to execute an initial tracking of the sequence, us-
ing CONDENSATION with the observation model for the contour
normals. From the results obtained, and using the same learn-
ing method as in the previous experiment, the dynamic parameters
were determined.

5.2.1. Observation model based on contour normals

In order to use this observation model, 18 normals were sketched
to each outline, and the same technique was used to detect the
boundaries as the one used in the previous series of experiments,
with a slightly lower threshold (

'b� '"�
). The number of samples is



still 200, and the parameters for the observation model in this case
were � %(�

and � %('b� ' ���
.

The results can be seen in Figure 3.a.

5.2.2. Observation model with optical flow vectors

In order to apply this model, the algorithm in [8] was used once
again, areas of 5 � 5 pixels, and O �:P *ZQ 
 % R�� � R . With the same
number of samples as in the previous experiment (200), and the
same 18 points on the outline, the results (Figure 3.b) are clearly
better for this observation model.

a)
Frame 50 Frame 100 Frame 150

b)
Frame 50 Frame 100 Frame 150

Fig. 3. a) Results obtained with the observation model for contour
normals. b) Results obtained with the observation model that uses
flow vectors. The distribution average in the current frame appears
on the solid line, and the averages in some previous frames appear
on the dashed line.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results obtained by the observation model with
optical flow vectors on the sequence with an uniform background
are satisfactory, although it is evident that at one moment the dis-
tribution average strays slightly below and to the right of the hand,
covering its shadow. This is due to the fact that, since there is
no texture on the background, the shadow appears as a small grey
patch which moves around with the hand, which is why the flow
boundary must be situated on the outline of the hand-shadow set.

In the second sequence, there were significant differences in
the results obtained in the tracking according to which observa-
tion model was used. With the observation model for the contour
normals, as there are many boundaries on the background, sam-
ples emerge with a significant likelihood value, although they are
not situated on the object. Consequently, the distribution average
strays from the real position of the object in some frames, although
at no time does it lose it completely.

With the observation model with optical flow vectors, it can
be seen how the model never loses the object, and that it is not
affected by the presence of multiple boundaries on the outside,
since the only discontinuities in the flow map will be given by the
outline of the hand.

As can be seen, the observation model based on flow behaves
better than the model based on contour normals when the sequence
presents a non uniform background, whereas in a uniform back-
ground, the difficulty of calculating the flow means that the model

based on normals behaves better, which suggests that both can be
considered complementary.
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